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Abstract—With the emergence of specifically tailored neural architectures that cope with both modalities, cross-modal language and image processing has attracted increasing attention. A major motivation has been the search for a quantum leap in language understanding supported by visual grounding, which has been oriented mostly to solve tasks where language descriptions of images are to be provided, and vice-versa, where images are to be generated on the basis of keywords.

Adopting a distinct angle of inquiry, this paper addresses rather the cross-modal challenge of language driven image design, focusing on the task of editing an image on the basis of language instructions to modify it. And adopting as well a distinct research path, which dispenses with specifically tailored architectures, the approach proposed here resorts rather to a general purpose, suitably instantiated neural architecture of the Transformer class.

Experimentation with this approach delivered very encouraging results, empirically demonstrating that this is an effective methodology for language driven image design and the basis for further advances in cross-modal processing and its applications with affordable compute and data.

Index Terms—Language Driven Image Design, Conditional Image Alteration, Computer Vision, Natural Language Processing

I. INTRODUCTION

Image Generation has been a prominent driver for progress in Artificial Intelligence and the recently enhanced capabilities of this technology have been raising a lot of media attention and user enthusiasm. This has been concomitant with an explosion of interest for research on the subject from various research groups, and companies ([10], [18], [20], [22], [23], [25], [34]).

Models such as DALL-E [23], DALL-E 2 [22], PARTI [34], IMAGEN [25], among others, have shown the creative capabilities of these models, that appear to rapidly approximate the ones of the human minds. In those papers, the authors have trained their models on image-caption pairs, where the caption is used to guide the generation of further images that did not exist before.

In particular, the DALL-E model [23] raised a lot of interest since its release, and delivered promising results in such a task, by receiving a description in the form of a snippet of text (e.g. “a green clock in the form of an hexagon”) and creating an image, out of many possible others, that humans recognize as one that could correspond to that input description. Its successors, namely DALL-E 2, PARTI, IMAGEN, further improved this performance offering higher resolution images, as well being able to undertake also more restricted tasks, where, for instance, a specified subarea of the image is to be completed on the basis of the input snippet of text.

A few factors have facilitated the emergence of this technology: (i) the gathering of massive datasets containing image-caption pairs, such as LAION [26], together with many other proprietary datasets that are not freely available; (ii) the advent of Conditional Generative neural models with the ability of crunching data faster, and with better results than previous approaches—including the Transformer architecture [28], which became one of the mainstream approaches for virtually any language processing task [3], [5], [21], given its ability to cope with the intrinsically compositional nature of language and the meaning conveyed by contextualized expressions; (iii) the enhanced computational power to put everything together—that is nevertheless hardly accessible to most research groups and organizations; and also (iv) the pursuit of combining major advances from Computer Vision and Natural Language Processing research areas.

Historically the image and language processing domains have progressed for decades quite independently of one another, with each focusing on the analysis and generation of its own modality, and the useful applications that can be built on that. Recently, though, there emerged very promising prospects for progress in cross-modal processing. A major motivation has been the realization that the so-called grounding is needed for a quantum leap in language understanding [2], and a major promising enabler has been the emergence of underlying technology that can be successfully applied to both modalities and their cross-modal processing [7], [20], [23], [29].

In the image to language direction, there has been considerable progress in the task of image captioning, that is of generating a language description for an input image [13], [20], [30], [31], and the subsidiary task of image retrieval from a language description [12], [16], [24], [33]. In the language to image direction, in turn, success has come mostly, as mentioned, from the advances on the Conditional Image Generation task. Notwithstanding the aforementioned progress, and many challenges and research opportunities are still waiting to be handled.
In the present paper we propose and address a challenge of language driven image design, consisting of editing an image on the basis of language instructions that are explicitly meant to change that input image. Here the output image is conditioned not only on a text snippet but also on another image, such that the input image is appropriately altered taking into account the language input.

For example, given (an image of) a piece of furniture, the model is asked to change its color. And then possibly its height, its shape, the perspective, or the direction of the light, etc. This should allow one to iteratively and interactively modify the design of some object (e.g. a mug, a shoe, etc.) without any specific image manipulation software, and with no knowledge of how to work with it.

In this paper we present exploratory research results on affordable Language Driven Image Design (LDID), through the task of Conditional Image Alteration (CIA).

These contributions rely on a model driven by the research challenges addressed here, but can serve also as the basis of a new type of image editing that will allow one to interactively and on the fly modify the design of some object without dedicated image manipulation software. This can be exploited in a wide range of innovative applications, for instance in supporting a shopping assistant that progressively matches images altered by language instructions against current stock and suggests increasingly suitable products, among many others examples.

The remainder of this document is structured as follows: Section II describes the neural model used in this study; Section III explains the experiments performed and introduces the data sets used; Section IV presents the results obtained; Section V proceeds with error analysis; Section VI compares with previous work on Conditional Image Generation; Section VII discusses related work; and Section VIII closes the paper with concluding remarks.

II. MODEL

The Transformer [28] has become a staple architecture in Natural Language Processing in the past few years, with its variants now underlying the state-of-the-art of virtually any language processing task.

Models using only the decoder part of the Transformer, such as GPT-2 [21] or GPT-3 [3] are deemed to be the best for language generation tasks.

Recently, these models have shown promise for image processing tasks, namely in image generation [23], [29], showcasing their capacity to handle multi-modal input, and how general purpose the Transformer architecture can be, coping also with data rooted in signals that are not linguistic in nature.

Since such decoder models have been created for text, some adaptation is required in order to handle images. Interestingly, we found the changes done to the model architecture by previous work [23] can be dispensed with, and that the modifications can be restricted solely to the way the input data is pre-processed.

Accordingly, the input images have to be tokenized before being fed to the model. To do so we pass the images through a Vector-Quantized Variation Auto Encoder (VQ-VAE) that is both capable of describing an image with tokens according to an internal vocabulary of images and of constructing an image from those tokens [9]. By passing an image through a VQ-VAE, one gets a sequence of tokens that represents the image. This sequence can be used to train a decoder model like it is done with the sequence of tokens for language, given that the image tokens also have their own embedding in the embedding layer.

We resorted to a GPT-2 small model [21] as an affordable option for Language Driven Image Design, namely its current implementation from the transformers package of HuggingFace,1 including their English pre-trained GPT-2 as well.2

As training parameters for the GPT-2, we use a batch size of 6 with gradient accumulation of 16, meaning that at each step our model back-propagates with 96 training instances. We evaluate on the development set every 250 steps, and stop training when the development set loss does not decrease from its lowest point after 5 evaluations.

As the VQ-VAE, we use the one from [9],3 with a “vocabulary” for images of size 1024, which is added to the GPT-2 embedding map, and by means of which every image is represented.

Optionally, after the training of the GPT-2 model, we rank its outputs using CLIP4 over the various images from the same input. After using two separate encoders, for image and, for text, CLIP maps their encoding vectors into a common embedding so that a caption and its respective image end up with the same representation [20]. CLIP can thus support the ranking of images generated from a caption given that the encoded image that is closer (in vector space) to the encoded caption is the one more closely described by the caption.

III. EXPERIMENTS

The central experiment of interest here is aimed at assessing how well the model is able to perform Conditional Image Alteration (CIA), i.e. generating an image both from another image and from a text snippet describing how the later should

---

1https://huggingface.co/docs/transformers/index
2https://huggingface.co/gpt2
3https://github.com/CompVis/taming-transformers
4https://github.com/openai/CLIP
be altered. In addition, we also perform a comparison between a model with and without language pre-training.

A. Data sets

We resorted to the dataset from [12], which was developed for research on image retrieval, and which we re-purposed for the task of interest here, different from that original image retrieval task.

Each instance in the dataset contains a source image of a shoe, a target image of another shoe, and a short textual description of how the source image can be manipulated to resemble the target image. An example from this dataset is displayed in Figure 1.

The data set has 10 750 examples, which were shuffled and split with a 80/10/10 proportion, resulting in 8600 examples for training, 1075 for development and 1075 for testing.

Additionally, we introduce additional variation to the images by flipping images horizontally (50% chance); rotating (between 0° and 20° clockwise or anticlockwise); distorting in order to simulate different perspectives (50% chance); increasing sharpness by a factor of 2 (50% chance); and finally maximizing their contrast (50% chance).

B. Input representation

Each instance in the data set is represented by 259 tokens, as in the schema of Figure 2: the first 128 are text tokens corresponding to the alteration request; followed by a token (<I>) marking the beginning of the source image; 64 image tokens from the source image; another <I> token marking both the end of the source image and the beginning of the target image; another 64 tokens from the target image; and finally, a last <I> token marking the end of the target image.

In an initial run, we provided to the model the source image followed by the textual alteration. However, the resulting model had worse performance than the one with the text in the first (leftmost) place, as described above. A possible explanation is that, by having the textual tokens first, the model can more easily learn the point from which no more textual tokens can occur—after the first <I>—and after that point can attribute low probabilities to textual tokens and focus solely on generating image tokens.

C. Prompt engineering

Models like GPT-2 [21] or GPT-3 [3], and also DALL-E [23] or CLIP [20] have been aligned with the emergence of so called prompt engineering. This concerns how the textual input is given to the model and how the user can craft it for the desired result to be eventually delivered.

Along this line and upon experimentation, we noted that including the designation of the type of the object image in the alteration text instead of this text stating only the alteration to be performed increases the performance of our model. For instance, the instruction “high heels are a darker tone” leads to better performance that just the instruction “are a darker tone”. This can be partly attributed to the fact that the model gets a confirmation of what image to generate (e.g. “high heels” vs. “rain boots”).

We use this approach to help CLIP rank the generated images, by prefixing the textual input with the expression denoting the type of object of the source image. Despite this improvement, the type of object of the source image may not always be the same as that of the target image, but in general a prompt prepared this way improves the performance when CLIP is used for ranking.

IV. Results

Typically there can be multiple outputs that are acceptable during the evaluation of generative tasks (e.g. summarization, machine translation, etc.), therefore such evaluation tends to be a problematic endeavour. While one could try to perform an automatic evaluation against a gold standard, small mismatches (of equally acceptable outputs) in comparison to the gold example inevitably make most such metrics, like accuracy, very brittle, leaving only some kind of distance metric to be resorted to.

This problem tends to be further aggravated for images since metrics such as BLEU [19] or METEOR [1], that are used to evaluate textual generative tasks, work by being able to refer to some text parts that are well defined substructures in an expression (e.g. spans of words), but for images there are no clear substructures that can be resorted to, and in most cases these distance metrics work only at the pixel level.

As a consequence, we resort to Mean Square Error (MSE) for evaluation. Despite being a rather rudimentary metric, particularly when compared with the previously mentioned ones for text, its evaluations come as a straightforward comparison between models.

A. Conditional Image Alteration

Figure 3 displays a couple of examples generated by our system from the respective source images and alteration instructions.

Table I presents the evaluation results for our Conditional Image Alteration (CIA) task. Models were trained for 17 and 7 GPU hours, running on an NVIDIA Titan RTX 24G, with and without language pre-training respectively. Model inference (image generation) took less than a second.
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TABLE I
CIA AVERAGED SCORES OF TOP-4 IMAGES, WITH AND WITHOUT TEXTUAL PRE-TRAINING, USING MEAN SQUARE ERROR (LOWER IS BETTER). The first column indicates the number of generated images given to CLIP.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N. Images</th>
<th>Without pre-training</th>
<th>With pre-training</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>0.1103</td>
<td>0.1109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.1076</td>
<td>0.1100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.1074</td>
<td>0.1074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.1041</td>
<td>0.1040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1049</td>
<td>0.0967</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This is in contrast to what was found in previous work [23]. As mentioned above, the nature of the text used for CIA is probably the cause of such behaviour: In CIA the text snippet describes the alteration of the input image, while in previous work on Conditional Image Generation (CIG), the text describes the output image—and CLIP was trained to approximate the representations of images and their descriptions, i.e. a scenario favorable to CIG but not to CIA.

Additionally, considering the scores obtained, the model seems to get better results with textual pre-training than without language pre-training, with the best scores, for every line representing the number of examples fed to CLIP, coming for the model with textual pre-training.

V. ERROR ANALYSIS

One problem found concerns image clarity. Even though some images are correct, they have some fuzzy details. This is likely due to the reduced volume of the training data set.

Another problem arises when the target image is very different from the source image. In such cases, the model is basically asked to create a quite different object, for which the small size of the data set provided limited evidence.

Additional problems occur when the images to be generated are too similar to the source image, or the generated images are too similar to each other. While not necessarily a problem for the overall quality of the output, the first kind of cases becomes an issue for evaluation, as generated images may be more similar to the source image than to the target one. As for the second kind of cases, when the generated images are similar to one another, it may become a problem if object design is the intended use for the tool, and not just image alteration.

To address these issues, further techniques to enhance image diversity should be explored in future work, so that the model can suggest a more varied set of images to the user.

VI. CONDITIONAL IMAGE GENERATION

In order to be able to compare with previous work in Conditional Image Generation, we resorted to DALL-E mini, a smaller version of DALL-E, since DALL-E is not available.

Considering that DALL-E performs a different task, we retrain our model on Conditional Image Generation using a subset of our dataset that contains images and their respective captions.

We randomly selected 25 captions in this data set, not used for training, and asked both models to generate their respective images (cf. Figure 4).

Following the same comparative evaluation approach used for CIG in DALL-E, in a best-of-five vote, the images generated by our model were always the most realistic the ones better matching the caption. The images generated by the other system happen to be scrambled pieces of disparate objects.

When compared to our model, DALL-E mini has 3.2 times more parameters (400 million parameters vs. 124 million parameters) and was trained on 5000 times more images (15 million images vs. 2880 images).

VII. RELATED WORK

Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) [11], [27], [32], [37] showed promise in the field of Computer Vision for image generation tasks. A GAN is formed by two parts, a generator and a discriminator. The generator tries to create fake yet as realist as possible images, while the discriminator tries to distinguish the fake images produced by the generator from the real ones.

Despite this early success also being attributed to the use of Convolution Neural Networks (CNN) [17], the concept of GAN can be used with other deep learning approaches. Such is the case of the more recent work in [15], where two Transformer models [28] play the roles of generator and discriminator. Without using convolution, they nonetheless achieve competitive scores when compared to their CNN counterparts.

Transformers became known due to their success in language processing tasks of all kinds, and recently they have also been applied to other data modalities. Such is the case of DALL-E [23] for image generation from captions, and more recently DALL-E 2 [22] that improves upon its predecessor by incorporating the CLIP model for image and caption representation, and through the use of a diffusion model for image generation [6].

7https://huggingface.co/flax-community/dalle-mini
Similarly, the work of [25] and [34] confirmed the success of such approaches through the study of other methods of encoding the caption and the impact of model size.

The approach proposed in [10] also achieves promising results in image generation with a pre-trained Transformer CLIP [20], only by training a genetic algorithm.

The architecture adopted in our model is similar to the backbone architecture on which DALL-E is based. Our model is different from DALL-E, however, in not having any specific optimization performed on the base Transformer, like it was done to set up DALL-E, and in being of a greatly reduced size (124 million vs. 12 billion parameters). Our system also differs in that it is geared for a task other than the Conditional Image Generation one, of DALL-E, namely the task of Conditional Image Alteration (CIA). It happens also that it was trained in a much smaller amount of data (10750 vs. 250 million examples).

Also, related to our research topic, [4] tackles the same task, though by means of a Generator/Discriminator architecture, with data that while similar to ours is not the same. To the best of our knowledge, that dataset is not publicly available, so no comparison was possible.

The authors of [14] also work with language guided image edition, but with different datasets that do not tackle the problem of object shape manipulation.

Work on image editing without language guidance can be found in the work of [36], [38], on different datasets.

The research presented here appears as a more streamlined approach for the tasks involved in Language Driven Image Design since most of the work is performed with a common decoder-only architecture, in the form of a GPT-2 small model. This is a generalist architecture that can be adapted for other tasks, as it was the case here with the CIG task, or any other task that can be represented by a sequence (text, audio, image, etc.).

VIII. Conclusion

The results in the present study were obtained by exploring Conditional Generative models of the Transformer class, by resorting to its GPT-2 instantiation, with 124M parameters only, for Language Driven Image Design. The task of interest here was Conditional Image Alteration, consisting of generating a new image given a source image and a textual instruction for its alteration, on which the proposed model showed an effective performance.

Additionally, another task of Conditional Image Generation, namely consisting of generating an image given a textual description, was also experimented here with the same data set. Highly encouraging results were obtained also in this respect, specially given that the data set used here was several orders of magnitude smaller than those that have been used in the literature for this task.

Empirical results also showed that extending the model with language pre-training helps to improve its performance for these image design tasks.

Very encouraging results were thus obtained and demonstrated that the approach proposed and experimented with here can support an effective solution to Language Driven Image Design and represents a promising research path whose potential is worth being further exploited.

Given the effective solutions proposed here, the present study contributes for AI-enhanced solutions that support interactive hands-free image editing via language instructions, which can be used to edit images without using dedicated image manipulation applications.

These research advances can support a wide range of innovative applications, such as enhancing a shopping assistant that progressively matches images refined by language instructions against current stock and suggests increasingly suitable products for the customer, among many others examples enticing our imagination.

As future work further evaluation of the models should be undertaken, primarily through the use of human evaluators in order to mitigate the lack of a suitable metric for the task at hands.

Additionally, considering the present study focus on the manipulation of a single object in the image, rather than of multiple objects in a scene, also as future work the task of scene manipulation [8], [35] should be investigated by exploiting the approach developed here with single object manipulation.
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